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SATURDAY OCTOBER 6
FAMILY HISTORY MEETING
11.00am WORKSHOP: Google for Historians
Presenter: Jenny Joyce
Google is an extremely powerful tool that can aid your
search for your family, but are you using its full power?
Learn the way to make your searches more accurate and
useful, as well as some of the many other Google tools
that can help your research.
2.00pm FAMILY HISTORY MEETING,
followed by The Thompsons of Thompson’s Corner
Presenter: Garry Smith
Two convicts, Henry Russell and Thomas Thompson
came to the colony of New South Wales in 1814 and
1815 respectively, having coincidentally spent time on
the same prison hulk, the ‘Retribution’, in the Thames.
Henry’s daughter, Hannah, married Thomas, and the
pair established a significant extended family in the
West Pennant Hills area. Convict Thomas was
emancipated. His son, Thomas, broke away from the
farming environment to build his retail store. Mark, the
son of the storekeeper, was a multi-faceted personality
who was a baker, sportsman, construction worker and
later a storekeeper. The Thompsons of “The Corner”
were established by a convict, but the family history has
acted as stain remover over the generations.

SATURDAY OCTOBER 20
2.00pm GENERAL MEETING
Colonial Brothers
Presenter: Mark Dunn
Bombay-born brothers Robert and Helenus Scott of
Glendon were amongst the first free settlers to arrive in
the Hunter Valley in 1823. Combining their land grants
of approximately 2,000 acres each, within ten years
they had a stud of 300 horses. The Glendon land had
one advantage over many other Hunter River estates, in
that it was not liable to damage from floods, being too
high for the water to reach. Here, with the use of their
convict labour, they built a house of stone with cellars
and a basement kitchen. Six large rooms were
connected with a covered verandah.

Helenus Scott

SLNSW

Robert Scott

Industrious, inventive and influential, they left a lasting
legacy in politics, architecture and the horse breeding
industry in NSW. Due to the early death of Robert,
involvement with the Bank of Australia, and the
depression of the 1840's, Helenus experienced financial
difficulties and by 1848 was declared insolvent.
Glendon was sold and an auction was held to dispose of
belongings.
In this talk Mark will explore the brothers’
contributions to colonial society and question some of
the methods they used in achieving them.

Thompson Family Members

Garry Smith is a retired school principal (2009). He
spent the best part of forty years as a teacher, senior
policy officer and principal with the New South Wales
Department of Education. At present he is researching
and writing a family history about the Alchin family in
New South Wales. Garry presents widely to family and
Australian history groups and bases his presentations
on real characters from his Australian family history.
Visitors Welcome
Afternoon Tea Available

Professional historian and sometime archaeologist, Dr
Mark Dunn, is currently Deputy Chair of the Heritage
Council of NSW, President of the Professional
Historians’ Association and is active in associated
bodies. He will be known to researchers as a significant
contributor to the Dictionary of Sydney.
Visitors Welcome
Afternoon Tea Available
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
2.00pm Saturday October 20
Meeting Room 1, Gordon Library
Refer page 3 for full notice.

For members receiving printed copy who want to access the internet, enter www.khsnx.com/October.htm into
a browser address bar to reach a menu which lists all the embedded electronic links in this Newsletter
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HOW TO BOOK A TOUR
The change of Booking Opening days for KHS tours
from Mondays to the Monthly General Meeting days
- 3rd Saturday of the month - has been well received
by members. The booking table opens at 1.30pm
before the start of the meeting and is also available for
a short period following the end of the meeting.
Payment on the day is by cash or cheque. If you are
unable to attend at that time then please contact Yvette
after the weekend yreeve@optusnet.com.au to check
on any vacancies, and perhaps list on the Expression
of Interest form in case of future vacancies.
If there is a vacancy, payment can be made by EFT.
Details: BSB 032-083, KHS Account Number 248971
indicating your name and tour number. Yvette will
note your booking and send you an important Tour
Information Sheet.
FAMILY HISTORY MEETING Saturday Sep. 1
11.00 am Workshop – The 1939 Registry
Jenny Joyce talked to us about the 1939 Register. More
correctly called the National Register, it was taken on
29 September 1939 to record the civilian population of
the UK. As the 1931 census was destroyed in WWII,
and no census was taken in 1941, this register provides
the only list of (most of) the population between 1921
and 1951. An additional value of this register is that it
has a person's exact date of birth, not just their age. The
National Register was used to issue identity cards and
ration books and to provide information on people
eligible for conscription, which was introduced in 1940,
and those in restricted occupations who could not be
conscripted. Tying it into the issue of ration books
ensured a higher rate of compliance than in the attempts
to create a National Register during WWI.
Although taken throughout the UK, only the records for
England and Wales are online. In theory, it covers all
people in those countries on the night of 29 September,
with the exception of people serving in the military
unless they were home on leave that night. This means
that it includes overseas visitors and foreign diplomats.
As this register includes people who are still alive,
some records are closed. These are for people born less
than 100 years ago, unless those people are known to
be deceased. Over time, as more and more people pass
the 100 year mark, and more and more people are
proved to be deceased, the number of open records will
increase.
The NHS started in 1948, and the National Register was
in constant use by that service until 1991. That means
that some pages were damaged and repaired with sticky
tape which has darkened with age. This and other
factors can make the register hard to read. It can be
important, therefore, to use some lateral thinking when
searching for hard to find people. Adding a year of birth
or exact date of birth can help, and sometimes you need
to include a birth date with either given name or
surname, but not both. The indexes compiled on
Ancestry and Findmypast are different, so if a search is
unsuccessful on one site, try searching on the other.

TOUR IN NOVEMBER
Tour 5, Friday Nov. 16
Gosford Vintage Car Museum & Gosford Regional
Gallery & Edogawa Commemorative Garden
Our tour by bus will first take us to the Museum which
has a stunning display of vintage cars and some
motorcycles. The museum began accumulating classic
vehicles in June 2015 and now showcases
approximately 450 cars with a total value of over $70
million. Whilst most of the vehicles have been sourced
in Australia, some have come from the Soviet Union
and Eastern Europe.

Following our picnic lunch, we will have a guided tour
of the Art Gallery and the Edogawa Commemorative
Garden. The Art Gallery on the shores of Caroline Bay
offers a diverse and stimulating series of exhibitions
across various media formats.
The Edogawa Garden was formed as a result of the
Gosford Sister City Agreement with Edogawa, Japan in
1988 and officially opened in 1994. Extending over
4,000 square metres, the garden is based on a traditional
‘shuya’ (strolling style) garden, incorporating Japanese
features.

Transport will be by community bus from Bannockburn
Oval – full details on the Tour Guide. Bookings open
General Meeting Oct. 20.
COST includes transport, lunch and two venues.
Members $55, Non-members $60.
FUTURE TOUR DATES
November: Friday 16th - Tour 5: Gosford Vintage
Car Museum, Gosford Art Gallery and Edogawa
Commemorative Garden. Please note Change of
Date. Bookings open General Meeting Oct. 20.
December: Friday 7th - Tour 6: Three-hour End of
Year Cruise, Port Hacking. Bookings open General
Meeting Nov. 17.
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HISTORICAL MOMENT 1963

The Pacific Highway Killara, 1963, looking southeast
from the BP Service Station – today the site of the
Killara 7/11. Next to that is the site of today’s Killara
Inn. The spire of Lindfield Uniting Church ( formerly
St David’s) can be seen in the distance.
A Riley is approaching – (with driver giving hand
signals) followed by an FB Holden (left) and a VW
Kombi behind. (In fact 3 Kombis are in picture). On the
left, travelling away from the camera, is a Morris Major
Elite. Image: RMS Archives (Notes: Dick Whitaker)
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Society’s AGM will be held at 2.00pm on Saturday
October 20. This will be the first AGM conducted
under the Society’s new constitution; this means some
variations from previous years.
Notice of meeting must be given at least 21 days prior
to the date of the meeting, and may be notified to
members through the Newsletter, electronically, or by
normal mail. Following notice of meeting, nomination
forms for office bearers and committee members may
be collected from the Research Centre. Nominees and
seconders must be financial members of the Society.
The nominee must indicate acceptance of the
nomination, agree to the responsibilities of the position,
and may provide a short statement of their relevant
experience. That statement will be included on the
election paper. Nomination may be made for more than
one position (office bearer/committee member.) A
member may only nominate or second one person.
Nominations will not be accepted from the floor. Only
the prescribed nomination form may be used, and must
be lodged with the Returning Officer, or in a place
specified by the Returning Officer, by close of business
on 5 October.
2018 has been an exciting and busy year for the Society
– the most challenging task being the preparation and
acceptance of a constitution to replace the 2004 Rules
by which the Society had conducted its business. Don’t
be shy; being a member of the committee is rewarding,
and enables members to make a contribution to the
future of the Society. Committee meetings are held
monthly on a day which suits members of the
committee. So get NOMINATED.

KHS VISIT to MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY
Tour 2, Thursday August 30
A group of 20 people set out from Turramurra for the
University. Due to lighter than usual traffic we arrived
early enough for Morrison Hammond, a former senior
lecturer (1969 to 1996) to give a brief history of
Macquarie University named after Lachlan Macquarie,
fifth governor of NSW. Founded by Act of Parliament
in 1964 it opened to post-graduate students in 1966 and
undergraduates in 1967. The initial degree was a BA
but later that was extended to a BSc and BEc and now
there are 22 different degrees available. During its early
days the University had strong links with Ku-ring-gai
and the first lecture was given in March 6th, 1967 by
Prof Peter Mason, a Wahroonga resident and the
majority of students were mature age. Three major
achievements are the Macquarie Dictionary, the
Talking Typewriter and the Cochlear Implant. In 2014
it celebrated its 50th anniversary. In 2018 Macquarie
University has a multicultural enrolment of 40,000
students and 3,200 Academic and Professional staff.
Our first visit was to the Art Gallery where we were
given an informative tour of a retrospective exhibition
of the works of Australian artist, Tony McGillick. We
then visited the Sculpture Park where the works were
of a variety of materials from stone to water. Returning
to the gallery we enjoyed a delicious morning tea.
From there we walked to the Library where the
Macquarie Room is situated. When Macquarie returned
from NSW to Mull he built a home, Jarvisfield, for his
retirement. His wife, Elizabeth completed the indoor
decoration while he was on a visit to London but
unfortunately Macquarie died whilst in London so
never saw the final result. When the house was sold
many years later all the panelling and furnishings in the
main room were donated to the University. They were
shipped to Sydney and reinstalled in the university
library. Also, in the room is a colonial chair which is
one of a pair made especially for Gov, Macquarie, made
of local timber and upholstered in kangaroo fur. For
many years it was used by the vice chancellor for
graduation ceremonies but it is now regarded as too
valuable to be sat on.
Our next stop was lunch in the staff restaurant where
we sat at a long table and thoroughly enjoyed our preordered lunch.
Our final visit was to the Australian History Museum
which is located in a temporary building whilst new
premises are being built. One of the curators gave a
short talk about the displays at present on show e.g.
World Wars 1 and 2, Women in Australia, Packaging
of Goods and Aboriginal Culture. A few items had been
put out for us to handle (wearing white gloves, of
course). We then walked back to where the bus was
awaiting us, passing through the Courtyard which had
been the centre of the original buildings and the place
where early graduation ceremonies had been held. A
very interesting day. (Notes: Jean Smith) Ed. – photos
www.khsnx.com/October-University.htm or click here
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RALLYING THE TROOPS
LAUNCH OF VOLUME IV
11 November 2018 is the centenary of the Armistice on
the Western Front, bringing to a close a dreadful war
that took the lives and health of so many in our
community. It brought a lifetime of sadness to so many
families, those who had lost one, sometimes two sons
and, in too many cases, not being able to visit their
grave or tragically not having a grave to visit.
It also marks the end of nearly six years of research and
writing – the production of the four volumes of Rallying
the Troops: a World War I Commemoration.
We began this marathon project in March 2013,
photographing our local memorials, scrutinising the
many thousand embarkation manifests to find and
identify the full names of those commemorated, trying
to trace relatives and to source photographs. Our
dedicated team has worked incredibly hard.
We are fortunate that Ku-ring-gai Council and the
Department of Veterans Affairs have provided
generous grants that enabled us to commission
professionals to design and print our books to a
standard that is truly worthy of the word
‘commemoration’.
Although the focus of the work was always intended to
be the military contribution of the men and women who
served, it has opened a window into the period 1890 to
1920, when the suburbs of Ku-ring-gai were being
established. We know now the origins of these people,
whether from other parts of Sydney, country NSW or
other states, or from overseas. Many were new
immigrants or first generation Australians, very few
spent their entire lives in Ku-ring-gai. Thus a local
history has become a national history.
An important aspect of our project has been the
identification of many who are not commemorated in
Ku-ring-gai memorials. Now, our work has given them
a rightful place in our history and we can echo the
words on the scrolls distributed to the families of the
fallen:
“Let those who come after see to it that his name be not
forgotten.”
Volume IV with a foreword by His Excellency, General
The Honourable David Hurley AC DSC (Ret’d),
Governor of New South Wales, contains the war stories
of Ku-ring-gai veterans with surnames beginning S to
Z, approximately one quarter of nearly 1,800 who
volunteered. It also includes chapters on the final
battles of the Great War including the rescue of VillersBretonneux, General Monash’s great victories on 8
August 1918 followed by Péronne and finally the
Hindenburg Line.
Other chapters are on the Armistice in the Middle East
and the Western Front, a soldier’s life from enlistment
to repatriation, the use of animals in the war, leave in
the UK, end of war education and employment,
ongoing care for the veteran, the significant
contribution towards soldiers’ welfare by local
organisations, on the bereaved, and on schemes to place
returned men on the land and provide assisted housing.

RTT – Launch of VOL IV (cont’d)

The book launch for Volume IV is to be held on 25
November 2018 at Hornsby RSL where the guest
speaker will be the renowned military historian and
public speaker Lambis Englezos, widely known as one
of Australia’s foremost experts on Australia’s Great
War experience. He was instrumental in the search for
the ‘missing Diggers’ buried in mass graves after the
disastrous Battle of Fromelles in July 1916, the
recovery of 250 soldiers, the process of DNA
identification, and their final reburial in the new
Pheasant Wood Cemetery.
The Master of Ceremonies for the book launch is to be
Lieutenant Colonel Paul Simadas RFD (retired),
Chairman Australian Branch of the Western Front
Association.
Please note the date in your diaries. This book launch
promises to be a momentous and entertaining event.
(Notes: Kathy Reith)
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GENERAL MEETING AUGUST 20
Hidden in Plain View
At our 20 August general meeting members and visitors
were treated to a well-researched and informative
presentation by Dr Paul Irish, historian, from Coast
History and Heritage, Arncliffe.
Paul told of changes in perspectives about the important
place of Aboriginal people in the Sydney area during
early, and not-so-early, periods of European settlement.
He based his address on work for his PhD (supervised
by Grace Karskens). One major information source
came from members of the Aboriginal community at La
Perouse. That community input came at least partly
from work instigated by women from La Perouse who
had, in the 1980s, begun study of their history.
The area covered in Paul’s studies was an approximate
semi-circle from Manly to Parramatta, Liverpool and
the Royal National Park.
Initial interaction between settlers and local Aboriginal
communities was, mainly, with coastal groups.
Notwithstanding what has, until recently, been written
about them the Aboriginal people were skilled
fishermen and adept at living off the land — including
the use of agriculture and aquaculture. Indeed they sold
fish and other products (such as eucalyptus gums) into
local (European) markets.
An important point made by Paul was that settlers did
not regard mixed-race persons as Aboriginal people,
which distorted perceptions about their numbers, and
their survival as Aboriginal peoples. However, they did
survive, and change and adopt “new” views — as was
the case for other indigenous groups around the world.
The settlers’ ideas on survival of such groups was
further clouded by lack of recording of Aboriginal sites.
Early (European) paintings often did not even record
the presence of Aboriginal people. However, some
paintings did show Aboriginal subjects — who were
probably there and not just drawn “for effect”.
There was probably a stable population of Aboriginal
peoples living in and near the coastal strip, but they
moved in and out of that area. They also worked with
settlers who had had to look beyond Sydney Cove for
better farming land to feed the colonists. An example
was a contemporary painting showing cleared land
across the floodplain of the Cooks River, which had a
noticeable effect on Aboriginal fishing grounds.
Significant Aboriginal fishing activities probably
continued for decades after settlement, including use of
canoes with clay pads which allowed fires for cooking
and hence extensive travel. Some Aboriginal people
worked with whalers. Others were given leases (but not
grants) of land, and some rented blocks to Europeans.
They established a permanent settlement in the La
Perouse area.
The Sir Joseph Banks Hotel (Botany Bay) ( ca 1850s )
was a popular place, and offered Aboriginal guides for
fishing, hunting, etc. tours. Two such guides were
Johnny Malone ( ca 1820s – 1880s ) and Biddy Giles

Hidden in Plain View (cont’d)
(1850s–1888). She conducted visits to study native
plants of the area. And she owned packs of hunting
dogs. In other words, “space” was available to
Aboriginal peoples for living and working.
Most Europeans were probably indifferent to
Aboriginal people but some became advocates for
them. Many of those advocates were children of
convicts. Some were Bob Nicholls (1809–1857),
George Hill (1802–1883) and Daniel Egan (1803–
1870). They set up committees of support and, in part,
encouraged
self-sufficiency,
sometimes
via
missionaries.
Paul noted that Sydney has a messy entangled black and
white history — it wasn’t all good. Questions remain:
why did 19th century engagement become 20th century
government regulation? Aboriginal history is one of
resilience and strength. How will historians in the 21st
century view Aboriginal history?
Following Paul’s presentation there was lively
discussion and further information about Aboriginal
peoples in the Sydney region. Paul noted that early
tribal identities were difficult to establish because early
records did not clearly distinguish clans and language
groups — including identification of the Ku-ring-gai
people. Noel Blake proposed a vote of thanks, which
was enthusiastically supported. Members then enjoyed
a delicious afternoon tea.
Additional information can be found in Paul’s book
Hidden in Plain View. The Aboriginal People of
Coastal Sydney. (2017) NewSouth Publishing, Sydney.
This book has recently won the NSW Premier’s History
Award for Community and Regional History.
(Notes: Richard Facer)
CORRECTION
On page 4 of the August 2018 edition, Jan Spargo is
quoted as speaking of a demijohn of water containing
eggs to preserve them. It was not water, but water glass
(sodium silicate). (Notes: Jan Spargo)
TREASURER’S REPORT
Further payments of our annual fees were received in
August but we still have $4,500 outstanding. Reminder
emails will be sent this month for these outstanding
fees.
Our income for August includes the above fee
payments plus fees from our 3 new members, our book
Sales, tours and other miscellaneous income and
amounts to $2,448. After expenses for the month we
added $1,230 to our $10,625 surplus from July. This
$11,855 will be used to pay our rent, insurance and
other expenses incurred throughout the financial year.
WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
Dr Rosita GIBSON, Pymble.
Edwina WOTHERSPOON, Killara.
Heather STEVENS, Warrawee.
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FAMILY HISTORY MEETING Saturday Sep. 1
2:00pm -Irish Orphan Girls and Irish Workhouses
The presenter for the September Meeting was Dr Perry
McIntyre who has been involved in Irish history and
genealogy since the late 1970s. She has professional
qualifications in history and her PhD on convict family
reunion was published by Irish Academic Press in late
2010. She has served on the History Council of NSW
and was the President in 2005 & 2006.
Irish Orphan Girls
In the years 1848 to 1850, a total of 4114 orphan girls
some no more than 14 years old, driven from their
homeland by the Great Famine, were shipped on
government funded immigrant vessels from Ireland to
Sydney, Port Phillip, and Adelaide. Few were trained
in domestic service, the work in which most would find
employment. Known as the ‘Irish orphans’, they had
been handpicked by government officials and removed
from county workhouses grown horribly overcrowded
as, year after year, the Irish countryside sank deeper
into poverty, misery and disease. Memorials to their
plight exist in Ireland and Australia. Dr. Perry warned
about interpreting drawings of the period in the
Illustrated London News without reading the
surrounding text.

Irish Orphan Girls and Irish Workhouses (cont’d)
The Famine
By 1848, the famine's death toll had reached one
million, with around one in five deaths occurring in a
workhouse. As diseases like dysentery, typhus, cholera
and scurvy swept through the overcrowded and
unwelcoming institutions, inmates were forced to work
for their keep breaking rocks, building roads and
carrying out other heavy, often pointless, physical
tasks.
Poor Law Unions in Ireland
After 1838, workhouses in Ireland were administered
by Poor Law Unions, which were groups or unions of
electoral divisions. Each Poor Law Union was
responsible for the collection of the poor rate and
provision of poor relief, usually in the Workhouse for
that Poor Law Union.
The new workhouse building project began in January
1839, with the arrival of architect George Wilkinson,
who had designed a number of workhouses in England
and Wales. He was employed to undertake the design
work for all 130 new workhouses. His brief from the
Poor Law Commissioners stated that: 'The style of
building is intended to be of the cheapest description
compatible with durability.

Behind the scheme was the politically progressive Earl,
Henry George Grey, Secretary of State for the Colonies
(1846–1852). His vision was twofold: youthful lives
spared of misery and the ex-convict colonies enriched
with hardy, humble, fertile females. The selection
process was simple. The girls had to be young, single,
obedient, healthy and free of smallpox.
Transport and processing costs were shared between
the English government and Irish Poor Law Unions.
Just as important was support from the colonies to
ensure secure and comfortable housing and efficient
hiring facilities, once the girls were brought ashore.
Before they left Ireland each orphan girl was given a
regulation kit of clothing, linen and utensils stored in a
lockable box. The girls shared bunks in third-class
quarters and mustered in small mess groups. Each
shipment was overseen by a surgeon-superintendent
and a matron, who guarded against contact with sailors
and fellow passengers.

George Wilkinson,.
Workhouse design for 800
inmates - Bird's-eye view.© Peter Higginbotham.

‘Tippoo Saib’, the last ship to transport Earl Grey’s
orphans, docked at Sydney on 30 July 1850.
To manage the orphan arrivals in Sydney, Hyde Park
Barracks was converted to an immigration deport. In its
newly plastered and painted rooms were added rows of
heavy iron beds, replacing the old convict bedding. In
some areas, ceiling boards were fitted, eliminating
drafts and creating comfortable sleeping wards.
Downstairs offices were remodelled and furnished for
immigration business. The orphan scheme itself was
short lived.

(A good example of a Wilkinson's designs can be seen
at Parsonstown, Google search.)
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Irish Orphan Girls and Irish Workhouses (cont’d)
The Post-Union Years 1830-1838
After 1800, when Ireland became part of Great Britain
under the Act of Union, the British government made
numerous but ineffectual attempts to address the
desperate and widespread poverty in Ireland.
In September 1836, one of the English Poor Law
Commissioners, George Nicholls, was sent to Ireland
'in order to arrive at a practical conclusion with respect
of any measures to be introduced into Parliament in
1837 for the benefit of the poor in Ireland.
In his whistle-stop six-week tour of the country, his
first-ever visit to Ireland, Nicholls visited places in all
four provinces. Irish patriot Daniel O'Connell ridiculed
the speed of this exercise and claimed that Nicholls 'was
whirled in a post-chaise at public expense, from Dublin
to Cork, from Cork to Sligo, from Sligo to Belfast... He
calculated everything and was accurate in nothing.'
Early in 1837, the Government announced its proposals
for a Bill based on Nicholls' recommendations. It was
closely modelled on the 1834 Act for England and
Wales, with poor relief being locally financed through
a poor rate, and being offered only through the
workhouse.
The 1838 Act
Among the main provisions of the 1838 Act were:
•

The extension of the existing Poor Law
Commissioners' powers to Ireland,.

•

The division of the country into Poor Law
Unions based on Irish electoral divisions.

•

The creation of a Board of Guardians for each
Union. The setting up of a workhouse in each
Union.

•

Assistance for emigration.

Initially, 130 Unions were created, based upon 2,049
electoral divisions, but following the 1848 boundaries
commission, the number was increased to 163.
References:
Read a presentation by Perry McIntyre at
http://www.nma.gov.au/audio/transcripts/NMA_Mcint
yre_20110629.html or listen to a presentation at
http://www.nma.gov.au/audio/workspace/uploads/mp3
/irish-immigrants-from-austral-290611.mp3
Peter Higginbotham, The Workhouse Encyclopedia
Paperback, 2014 .
http://www.workhouses.org.uk/author/
Raffle:
Winners: Susan Alder – “The King’s Speech”; Lyn
Newcombe-“Forgotten Children.”
(Notes: Morrison Hammond)

GENEALOGY CORNER
Checking for disconnects in your family database
The larger one’s genealogy database becomes the more
likely it will contain errors. It’s hard to be consistent
when records from different sources offer varying
levels of detail. Even the distinction between birthdates
and baptismal dates can often be lost in recording the
arrival of an ancient family member born in the early
19th century or before.
In building your databse perhaps Grandma thinks the
surname of the man who married her second cousin is
Halse, but it’s not worth the cost to find a birth
certificate. You may even add in an individual named
William Halse as someone you’ll check on later.
However one day you share your database with your
granddaughter, Anne who’s shown a growing interest
in the family history. When she asks whether you are
sure there are no ‘islands’ in your data, you panic in
incomprehension, until she explains those are
unconnected trees of individuals hiding amongst the
thousands of people you have data on.
Your software doesn’t talk about ‘trees’ or ‘islands’ so
you don’t know how to answer her. She offers to check.
She exports your database to the industry standard
GEDCOM format, and then imports that into her
favorite program.
Unfortunately it doesn’t have any tree-detection
functionality. In fact most genealogical software
programs don’t offer this sophisticated function.
However, if you don’t want to buy multi-function
software that does provide it, there is a wonderful old
free solution from 2001 still available. From the site
http://www.mudcreeksoftware.com Anne downloads
GENViewer version 2. When she applies this program
to the database of 26,914 individuals, it comes up with
disappointing news. The program identifies 6 hidden
islands unconnected to one another. The number of
individuals in each tree is shown and a list of names is
available.

Anne is taken aback however, because she knows that
trying to find links, if they even exist, between newly
discovered islands and the main tree is generally not a
simple task. She may get ideas by looking at ID
numbers in proximity to those of the ‘home’
individuals in each island. Or you may help at least
with the name Halse.
(Editorial note. The GENViewer algorithm discussed
here has been incorporated into the standard edition of
Legacy Family Tree, version 9.0. The menu selection,
View/Trees, provides a summary showing
unconnected ‘islands’ in a chart like that above.)
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DIARY DATES
OCTOBER
Thursday 4 Committee Meeting
Saturday 6 11:00am Family History Workshop:
Google for Family History Research
Presenter: Jenny Joyce
Saturday 6 2:00pm Family History Meeting: The
Thompsons of Thompson’s Corner
Presenter: Garry Smith
Monday 8 German SIG
Thursday 18 Tour 3: ANSTO, Lucas Heights
Saturday 20 2:00pm General Meeting: Colonial brothers
Presenter: Mark Dunn
Annual General meeting . See note page 3
NOVEMBER
Thursday 1 Committee Meeting
Saturday 3 11:00am Family History Workshop:
Making the best use of Trove
Presenter: Christine Yeats
Saturday 3 2:00pm Family History Meeting:
Parramatta Female Factory and Riot
Presenter: Gay Hendricksen
Friday 16
Tour 5: Gosford Vintage Car Museum,
Gosford Art Gallery and Edogawa
Commemorative Garden. Please note
Change of Date.
Saturday 17 2:00pm General Meeting: True Girt: The
Unauthorised History of Australia
Presenter: David Hunt
Sunday 25 Launch of RTT Vol IV. Hornsby RSL
DECEMBER
Saturday 1 11:00am No Family History Workshop
Saturday 1 2:00pm Family History Meeting:
Christmas Party (Please bring a plate of
Christmas fare)
Thursday 6 Committee Meeting
Friday 7
Tour 6: End of Year Cruise, Port Hacking
Friday 14
Research Centre closes, reopens Monday 7
Jan 2019
Saturday 15 No General Meeting
Newsletter Deadline
Please send email copy for publication to
editor@khs.org.au as early as possible, but no later than
13th of each month. Items will only be accepted from
members of KHS. Copy is accepted on the basis that Kuring-gai Historical Society has editing rights and that
readers can reproduce it in whole or in part with
acknowledgment. If possible, material should be in
electronic form, with as little formatting as possible, e.g.
no bullets, coloured type, indenting or styles.

WHO WAS THIS
KU-RING-GAI
RESIDENT?
OCTOBER 2018

ADMINISTRATION
President
Vice Presidents

Jenny Joyce
9440 2131
Morrison Hammond 9449 7447
Jo Harris OAM
0408 439343
Treasurer
Annet Latham
9440 3998
Secretary
Beth Facer
9988 0823
Immediate Past President
Graham Lewis
9416 5818
Committee
Richard Facer
9988 0823
Members
Neil Falconer
9488 7293
Lorna Watt
9440 8010
Helen Whitsed
9416 5825
Evelyn Wyatt
9144 4690
Family History
Lorraine Henshaw,
Group Committee (Leader)
0418 221354
Jenny Joyce
(ex officio)
9440 2131
Yvette Reeve
9987 0904
Jean Smith
9498 4468
Elaine Turnidge
9899 2635
Appointees
Accessions
Jennifer Wallin
9983 1871
Book Reports
Richard Facer
9988 0823
Book Sales
Margaret Holland
9488 5452
Kathie Rieth
Catering
Margaret Holland
9488 5452
Vicki Williams
9415 8833
Computer Systems Peter Stehn
9489 9488
Curators
Ann Barry
9144 6480
Jennifer Harvey
9489 6390
Built Heritage Group Jennifer Harvey
9489 6390
Historian Editor
Lorna Watt
9440 8010
Indexing
Beth Facer
9988 0823
Newsletter Editor Warren Dent editor@khs.org.au
Media Liaison
Neil Falconer
9488 7293
Public Officer
Helen Whitsed
9416 5825
Research Team Leader Joan Stebbing
9489 6476
Tour Contact
Yvette Reeve
9987 0904
Speakers Programme Beverley Dunstan
9419 8526
Volunteers Coordinator Geoff Little
9449 3131
Webmaster
Andy Joyce
9440 2131
Welfare Officer
Jill Nicholson
9144 6948
WW1 Writers & Researchers Group Coordinators
Kathie Rieth
frithie@ netdata.com.au
David Wilkins
0411 186752

Research Centre Hours
The Society’s Research Centre is at 799 Pacific
Highway, Gordon, adjacent to the Ku-ring-gai
Library. The Centre is open to the public from 10.00
am to 2.00 pm on Monday, Tuesday, Friday and
Saturday (except the first Saturday of each month
when members have a Family History meeting).
 Ku-ring-gai Historical Society Inc. and authors.
The content may be reproduced as sourced from this
newsletter with acknowledgment to named authors.
For members receiving printed copy who want to access
the internet, enter www.khsnx.com/October.htm into a
browser address bar to reach a menu which lists all the
embedded electronic links in the Newsletter
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